
1 The Traveling Salesman Problem, the Subtour LP, and the

Held-Karp Lower Bound

I am using the book “Combinatorial Optimization” by Cook, Cunningham, Pulleyblank and
Schrijver for this section of the course. The relevant chapters are chapter 7 on the Traveling
Salesman Problem and section 2.1 on the minimum spanning tree problem.

1.1 The Subtour LP

We start with an ILP (integer linear program) for the TSP (traveling salesman problem). We
have a graph G(V,E) and a cost ce for each edge e. For each edge e we introduce a decision
variable xe. The intended semantics is that xe = 1 if e belongs to the optimal tour and xe = 0
otherwise. The ILP is as follows:
minimize ∑

e

cexe

subject to

x(δ(v)) = 2 for all v ∈ V

x(δ(S)) ≥ 2 for all S ⊂ V with ∅ 6= S 6= V

xe ≤ 1

xe ≥ 0

xe integral

In the formulation of LPs (linear programs) and ILPs we use abbreviations for sums. If
A ⊂ E and we have variables x that are indexed by the elements of E then x(A) is a shorthand
for

∑
e∈A xe. If S is a subset of the vertices of a graph G, then δ(S) denotes the set of edges

having exactly one endpoint in S (alternatively, the set of edges connecting S and V \ S or the
set of edges crossing the cut S) and γ(S) denotes the set of edges having both endpoints in
S. Thus the constraint x(δ(S)) ≥ 2 states that there must be at least two edges crossing any
non-trivial cut.

The constraints x(δ(v)) = 2 are called degree constraints and the constraints x(δ(S)) ≥ 2
are called subtour elimination constraints.

The constraints above characterize traveling salesman tours. Every variable is either zero
or one according to the last three constraints. The first constraint ensures that for each node
exactly two incident edges are chosen. Thus the selected edges form one or more cycles. The
second constraint ensures that the selected edges form a single cycle.

The subtour LP is obtained by dropping the integrality constraint. We state some properties
of the subtour LP.

• The value of the subtour LP is a lower bound for the cost of a traveling salesman path.
The solution of the subtour LP is in general fractional.

• The number of subtour elimination constraints is exponential.

• The separation problem can be solved in polynomial time. The input to the separation
problem is a vector (x∗

e). A separation routine decides whether the vector satisfies all
constraints. If it does not, the routine must return a violated constraint.

All constraints except for the subtour elimination constraints are easily checked. For the
subtour elimination constraints we set up a capacitated network by giving capacity x∗

e

to edge e. We then compute a minimum cut either by network flow or by a min-cut
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algorithm (see for example the appropriate section of the LEDA book). The minimum cut
has value less than two if and only if there is a violated cut constraint. The computation
of a minimum cut has a worst-case running time of O(nm log n). It is worthwhile to use
some fast filters for discovering violated cut constraints.

– If the graph consisting of all edges e with x∗
e > 0 is not connected then each connected

component gives rise to a violated cut constraint.

– If the graph is not biconnected then each articulation point gives rise to a violated
cut. Let a be an articulation point and let C1, C2, . . . , Ck be the components of
G − a. Then each Ci is a violated cut.

– A very effective heuristic is the contraction of edges of capacity one.

Lemma 1 If there is a violated cut constraint then there is a violated cut S such that

xe < 1 for all e ∈ δ(S).

Proof: Let S be a violated cut constraint of maximal cardinality and assume that
there is an edge e ∈ δ(S) with xe = 1. Let e = uv with u ∈ S and v 6∈ S. Consider
T = S ∪ v. Observe that T 6= V because otherwise δ(S) = δ(v) and hence x(δ(S)) =
x(δ(v)) = 2, a contradiction. Observe next that

x(δ(T )) = x(δ(S)) − x(γ(v, S)) + x(γ(v, V \ S \ v)),

2 = x(δ(v)) = x(γ(v, S)) + x(γ(v, V \ S \ v)), and

x(γ(v, S)) ≥ 1

Here we use γ(A,B) to denote the set of edges with one endpoint in A and one
endpoint in B.

The Lemma above allows us to contract edges e with x∗
e = 1 in the search for a

violated cut. Observe that the contraction of edges may create parallel edges which
may have a total capacity of one and hence can be contracted.

• The fact that the separation problem is in P implies that the subtour LP can be solved in
polynomial time (by use of the Ellipsoid method).

• The solution to the separation problem can also be used in a cutting plane algorithm for
the subtour LP.

initialize an LP with the degree constraintsrepeat{ x = solution of LP; solve

separation problem for x; if (x satisfies all cut constraints) break; add a

violated cut constraint to LP;}

• In the formulation of the subtour LP the cut constraints can also be written in their “inner
form”:

x(γ(V )) = |V |

x(γ(S)) ≤ |S| − 1 for all S, S 6= V .

Let us prove the equivalence. Consider any set S with ∅ 6= S 6= V . Then

2|S| =
∑

x∈S

x(δ(v)) = 2x(γ(S)) + x(δ(S))
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and hence x(δ(S)) ≥ 2 iff x(γ(S)) ≤ |S| − 1.

An alternative argument for the if-direction is as follows: The alternative argument does not
use the degree constraints but needs the inner form of the subtour elimination constraint for S
and V \ S.

n = x(γ(V ))

= x(γ(S)) + x(δ(S)) + x(γ(V \ S))

≤ |S| − 1 + x(δ(S)) + |V \ S| − 1

and hence x(δ(S)) ≥ 2.

1.2 The Held-Karp bound

We turn to the Held-Karp bound. Let v ∈ V be an arbitrarily chosen, but fixed node in V .
A one-tree is a spanning tree on V \ v plus two edges incident to v. A cheapest one tree is a
minimum spanning tree on V − v plus the two cheapest edges incident to v. For a cost function
c on the edges we use OT (c) for the cost of a minimum one-tree and TSP(c) for the cost of a
minimum traveling salesman tour. We have:

Lemma 2 OT (c) ≤ TSP(c).

Proof: A traveling salesman tour contains two edges incident to v and defines a spanning tree
on V \ v.

The one-tree bound is in general a fairly week lower bound on the cost of a traveling salesman
tour. A simple trick leads to much better bounds. Consider the example in Figure 1. We have
OT (c) = 0 and TSP(c) = 20; observe that a tour must use two edges incident to node 2. Suppose
now that we change the cost function by subtracting 10 from the cost of every edge incident to
node 2. Call the new cost function c′. The cost of any traveling salesman tour changes decreases
by exactly 20 by this change since any tour must use exactly two edges incident to node 2. The
cost of the optimum one tree is still zero. Thus

0 = OT (c′) ≤ TSP(c′) = TSP(c) − 20

and hence TSP(c) ≥ 20. We see that the simple change in cost function improved the lower
bound dramatically.

The Held-Karp bound generalizes this idea. Let π be any function from the nodes to the
real numbers. We define a cost function cπ by

cπ
uv = cuv − πu − πv

and have
OT (cπ) ≤ TSP(cπ) = TSP(c) − 2 · π(V ).

Observe that a traveling salesman tour uses two edges incident to any node and hence the node
potential πv of any node v is counted twice in TSP(cπ). The following lemma is an immediate
consequence.

Lemma 3 maxπ(OT (cπ) + 2 · π(V )) ≤ TSP(c).
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Figure 1: The node 0 is the special node. We have OT (c) = 0 and TSP(c) = 20.

The left-hand side of the inequality above is called the Held-Karp lower bound. How can
one compute or at least approximate the Held-Karp bound?

For any fixed π it is easy to compute OT (cπ). It is simply the cost of a minimum spanning
tree on V \ v plus the cost of the two cheapest edges incident to v. Held and Karp suggested an
iterative procedure for determining a value of π which maximizes the left hand side.

set pi v = 0 for all nodes v.repeat{ compute an optimum one tree T for the cost

function c^pi; if T is a tour break; adjust pi} until some stopping criterion is

satisfied

We break from the loop when T is a tour. In this case T is an optimal traveling salesman
tour and we are done. If T is not a tour, let dT (v) denote the degree of node v in T . There
will be nodes whose degree differs from two. It seems reasonable to make the edges incident
to nodes of degree larger than two more costly (so that it is less likely that they belong to a
optimal one-tree) and to make the edges incident to nodes of degree one less costly (so that it
becomes more likely that they belong to an optimal one-tree). We can make edges more costly
by decreasing π-values and we can make edges less costly by increasing π-values. Thus

π′
v = πv + t · (2 − dT (v)),

where t is an appropriately chosen step size. The step size should go to zero but not too fast, i.e.,
the sum of the step sizes should diverge. It is then guaranteed that the lower bound converges
to its maximal value.

The update rule above may seem somewhat arbitrary. There is however a simple geometric
interpretation. Let T1, T2, . . . be the set of all possible one-trees. Consider the function f defined
by

f(π) = OT (cπ) + 2 · π(V ) = min
i

(cπ(Ti) + 2 · π(V )).

For each fixed one-tree T the expression

cπ(T ) + 2 · π(V ) = c(T ) −
∑

v∈V

dT (v)πv + 2 · π(V )
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= c(T ) +
∑

v∈V

(2 − dT (v))πv

defines a linear function of n variables. Thus f(π) is the lower envelope of linear functions and
hence a piecewise linear function. If T is the one-tree defining f(π) for a particular π, i.e.,

f(π) = cπ(T ) + 2 · π(V ) = c(T ) +
∑

v∈V

(2 − dT (v))πv

then the vector (2 − dT (v))v∈V is the gradient (= direction of largest increase) of f . Thus the
update rule makes a step in the direction of largest increase.

1.3 The Connection

In this section we will show the remarkable result that the subtour LP and the Held-Karp bound
are equal.

Linear Programming Duality: We review some facts about linear programming duality.
Consider a minimization problem min cT x, where x is constrained to be non-negative and x is
subject to certain linear equalities and inequalities, say A1x ≤ b1, A2x = b2, and A3x ≥ b3. In
the dual we have three blocks of variables y1, y2, and y3, namely one variable for each constraint
of the primal. The variables are constrained by y1 ≤ 0 and y3 ≥ 0. Observe that the inequality
signs are the same as in the primal (that’s how I remember it). The dual is a maximization
problem max yT

1 b1 + yT
2 b2 + yT

3 b3. We have one constraint for each variable in the primal. The
constraints are yT

1 A1 + yT
2 A2 + yT

3 A3 ≤ cT .

Theorem 1 (Linear Programming Duality) The primal and the dual have the same ob-

jective value. For any feasible solutions x and y of the primal and the dual we have

yT
1 b1 + yT

2 b2 + yT
3 b3 ≤ cT x. We have equality if the complementary slackness conditions are

satisfied: For any non-zero variable in one of the problems the corresponding constraint in the

other problem is tight.

Proof: We do not prove the first statement, but only the others.
We have yiAix ≥ yT

i bi for all i by our constraints on the y’s and we have (yT
1 A1 + yT

2 A2 +
yT
3 A3)x ≤ cT x by the non-negativity constraint on x. Thus yT

1 b1 + yT
2 b2 + yT

3 b3 ≤ cT x.
If the complementary slackness conditions are satisfied then all inequalities in the preceding

paragraph are equalities.

The Spanning Tree Problem: We next establish a connection between the subtour LP and
the minimum spanning tree problem. Consider the following linear program.
minimize ∑

e

cexe

subject to

x(γ(V )) = |V | − 1

x(γ(S)) ≤ |S| − 1 for all S, ∅ 6= S 6= V

xe ≥ 0

Edmonds has shown in 71 that this linear program characterizes minimum spanning trees.
If T is any spanning tree its characteristic vector clearly satisfies all constraints. We need to
show the converse.
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Theorem 2 A minimum spanning tree is an optimal solution of the LP above.

Proof: We use duality theory.
The dual has variables yV and yS for any non-empty S with S 6= V and reads as follows:

max(|V | − 1)yV +
∑

S;∅6=S 6=V (|S| − 1)yS

subject to yV +
∑

S;e∈γ(S) yS ≤ ce for every edge e and yS ≤ 0 for every S, ∅ 6= S 6= V .

Consider the minimum spanning tree constructed by Kruskal’s algorithm and let x be its
characteristic vector. We will construct a solution of the dual that proves the optimality of x
by virtue of complementary slackness.

Consider the execution of Kruskal’s algorithms. It considers the edges in order of increasing
cost and adds an edge to the current forest if it does not close a cycle. By complementary
slackness we can only make those yS non-zero for which the corresponding primal constraint is
tight, i.e., sets which correspond to subtrees of the tree constructed by Kruskal’s algorithm. We
are even more restrictive. For any set S which is not a subtree at some point of the algorithm
we set yS to zero. We also set yS to zero for all singleton sets S. Let S be the family of all
subsets of V that form a subtree at some point during the execution. We have V ∈ S and S
consists of exactly n − 1 sets. Consider now a set S ∈ S and let e be the edge that formed S
(by joining previously constructed subtrees). We set

yS = ce −
∑

T ;T∈S and S⊂T

yT .

Observe that this definition is non-circular as the definition of yS refers only to proper supersets
of S. We have yV = ce where e is the last edge added to the spanning tree.

We need to show that all constraints are satisfied and that the complementary slackness
conditions hold. We show first that yS is non-positive for S 6= V . Consider any set S = S0 and
let S1, S2, . . . , Sk be the sequence of sets into which S is merged, i.e., the first supertree of S
is S1, the first supertree of S1 is S2, . . . , and Sk = V . Let ei be the edge used to form Si. We
use induction to show

∑
i≥j ySi

= cej
for all j. The claim is true for j = k since ySk

= yV = cek
.

Assume now that the claim is true for i = 1. Then
∑

i≥1 ySi
= ce1

and hence yS = ce0
− ce1

≤ 0
since Kruskal’s algorithm considers the edges in order of increasing weight. Also

∑
i≥0 ySi

= ce0
.

Consider next any edge f which does not belong to the tree formed by Kruskal’s algorithm.
Let S be a minimal set in S with f ∈ γ(S) and let e be the edge used to form S. Then ce ≤ cf

since otherwise f would be considered before e and hence f would be added to the tree by
Kruskal’s algorithm. Thus

yV +
∑

S;f∈γ(S)

yS = yV +
∑

S;e∈γ(S)

yS = ce ≤ cf .

We have now shown that all constraints of the dual are satisfied, that yS 6= 0 implies that the
corresponding constraint of the primal is tight, and that xe 6= 0 implies that the corresponding
dual constraint is tight. Thus the complementary slackness conditions hold and primal and dual
solutions are optimal.

Remark. This proof sounds like an application of the primal-dual method of linear program-
ming. Indeed, maybe the following alternative proof is easier to understand. We use Kruskal’s
algorithm to construct a primal and dual solution simultaneously. The dual solution will always
be feasible, the primal solution will always satisfy x(γ(S)) ≤ |S| − 1 for all non-empty S (but
will satisfy x(γ(V )) = n − 1 only in the last step), and we will always have complementary
slackness.
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We start with the empty spanning forest, i.e., xe = 0 for all e, and all dual variables equal
to zero. We declare all singleton sets S active. We then increase yV and decrease yS for all
active S at the same rate until the first constraint yV +

∑
e;e∈γ(R) yR ≤ ce becomes tight. This

will be for the minimum weight edge (let us assume for simplicity that all weights are distinct);
observe that the yS for singletons sets S are irrelevant. We add e to the spanning forest, i.e.,
we change xe to one. Observe that this preserves complementary slackness. The addition of e
to the spanning forest combines two active sets S1 and S2 into a set S. We declare S1 and S2

inactive and S active. Observe that S corresponds to a subtree of the spanning tree and hence
the primal constraint x(γ(S)) = |S|−1 is tight. Thus yS is a dual variable which complementary
slackness allows to become non-zero. We proceed, i.e., we increase yV and decrease yS for every
active set S at the same rate. Observe what happens. For every edge f contained in an active
set S the left hand side of yV +

∑
e;e∈γ(R) yR ≤ cf will not change, because the increase of yV

is balanced by the decrease of yS. For any edge f connecting two active sets the left hand side
will increase. When the next edge becomes tight, we add it to the spanning tree, . . . .

Lagrangian Relaxation: Consider1

minimize cT x subject to A1x = b1, A2x = b2, x ≥ 0

and assume that dropping the constraint A2x = b2 makes the problem easy.
The following problem is clearly equivalent. Take any vector y2 of the appropriate dimension

and change the objective function into min cT x+yT
2 (b2−A2x). Dropping the constraint A2x = b2

can only make the minimum smaller. We have thus shown that
maxy2

yT
2 b2 + (minx(cT − yT

2 A2)x subject to A1x = b1, x ≥ 0) is a lower bound for min cT x
subject to A1x = b1, A2x = b2, x ≥ 0. The surprising fact is that the two values are equal.

If the constraint to be relaxed is of the form A2x ≤ b2 we have to require that y2 is non-
negative.

We next show that the two values are equal. We pass to the dual. In the dual we have two
blocks of variables y1 and y2. The variables of the dual are unconstrained.

maximize yT
1 b1 + yT

2 b2 subject to yT
1 A1 + yT

2 A2 ≤ cT .

We rewrite the dual as a double maximization:

maxy2
yT
2 b2 + (maxy1

yT
1 b1 subject to yT

1 A1 ≤ cT − yT
2 A2)

and then go back to the primal of the inner problem. We obtain:

maxy2
yT
2 b2 + (minx(cT − yT

2 A2)x subject to A1x = b1, x ≥ 0).

Observe that none of the transformations changed the objective value. We summarize.

Theorem 3 The following two problems have the same objective value.

• min cT x subject to A1x = b1, A2x = b2, x ≥ 0.

• maxy2
yT
2 b2 + (minx(cT − yT

2 A2)x subject to A1x = b1, x ≥ 0).

1Constraints can always be written in equality form by the introduction of slack variables.
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The problem in the second item is called a Lagrangian relaxation of the problem in the first
item. Lagrangian relaxation moves a constraint into the objective function.

The Lagrangian relaxation can be solved by an iterative procedure. We start with arbitrary
values for y2, say the all-zero-vector. We then iterate. For a fixed y∗

2 we compute the optimal
solution x∗ to the inner minimization problem; by assumption this is simple. Near the point
y∗2 the function F (y2) = yT

2 b2 + (min(cT − yT
2 A2)x subject to A1x = b1, x ≥ 0) behaves like

yT
2 b2 + (cT − yT

2 A2)x
∗, i.e., is a linear function of y2. The vector of partial derivatives of this

function is b2−A2x
∗ and hence we should make a step in this direction. We obtain the following

iterative method.
yk+1
2 = yk

2 + tk(b2 − A2x
k),

where tk is the step size for the k-th step and xk is an optimal solution to the inner LP (with
y2 = yk

2 ). The remarks about the step size given above apply.
If a good upper bound UB for the value of the LP is known, there is a more clever choice of

the step size. For which value of t would the linear function yT
2 b2 + (cT − yT

2 A2)x
∗ obtain the

value UB? Let CV be the current value of the lower bound. In order to reach the upper bound

we must make the step (UB −CV )(b2 −A2x
k)/|(b2 − A2x

k)|
2
. Since UB is an upper bound one

does not make the full step and sets

yk+1
2 = yk

2 + tk(UB − CV )(b2 − A2x
k)/|(b2 − A2x

k)|
2
.

The Equality of the Bounds: Recall the Subtour LP.

minimize ∑

e

cexe

subject to

x(δ(v)) = 2 for all v ∈ V

x(δ(S)) ≥ 2 for all S ⊂ V with ∅ 6= S 6= V

xe ≤ 1

xe ≥ 0

We fix a node v1 ∈ V arbitrarily and observe first that the cut constraints are only needed
for the sets S with v1 6∈ S; the cut constraints for S and V \S are identical. We may also rewrite
the cut constraint in inner form and add the redundant constraint that the total weight of the
edges in γ(V \ v1) is equal to n − 2. The upper bound constraint for the edges not incident to
v1 is a special case of the subtour elimination constraint. We obtain:

min
∑

e

cexe

subject to

x(δ(v1)) = 2

x(δ(v)) = 2 for all v ∈ V \ v1

x(γ(V \ v1)) = |V \ v1| − 1

x(γ(S)) ≤ |S| − 1 for all S, S 6= ∅ and v1 6∈ S

xe ≤ 1 for e incident to v1

xe ≥ 0
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We now apply Lagrangian relaxation to the equality constraints x(δ(v)) = 2 for all v ∈ V \v1.
We introduce an unconstrained dual variable yv for each v (there is no harm to also introduce
one for v1; we may keep it at zero) and obtain: In this formulation we use u and v to denote
the endpoints of an edge e.
maximize over all choices of yv:

2
∑

v

yv + min
∑

e

(ce − yu − yv)xe

subject to

x(δ(v1)) = 2

xe ≤ 1 for e incident to v1

x(γ(V \ v1)) = |V \ v1| − 1

x(γ(S)) ≤ |S| − 1 for all S, S 6= ∅ and v1 6∈ S

xe ≥ 0

In this LP the first two constraints talk about the edges incident to v1. It is clearly best to
choose the two cheapest edges incident to v1. The other constraints are exactly the constraints
for the minimum spanning tree problem on γ(V \ v1). Both optimization problems are with
respect to modified edge costs.
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